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Bring in processes from Signavio

Why integrate with Signavio?
Signavio is a dedicated process modeling and management product. For organizations that 
require complex process modeling capabilities, Jalapeno and Signavio integrate so that Jalapeno 
holds the process hierarchy and traceability through the operating model and Signavio holds the 
process detail.

Who can create the integration between Jalapeno and Signavio?
Only Jalapeno users with Admin access will have permission to create and maintain the
integration detail between your instance of Jalapeno and Signavio.

Where do I manage the integration between Jalapeno and Signavio?
If you have Admin access, select ”Admin Tools” from the User menu in the top right corner of 
your screen. Note that this will only be available if you are within a Jalapeno model.

Select the ‘Integration Tab’ and the ‘Configuration’ sub tab.

How to I configure the integration?
From the Configuration drop down, select ‘Signavio Process Manager’.
Enter the Host, User and Token details.

Your Signavio Administrator can provide you with these details.
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How do I trigger the import?
Select the “Integration” tab and the “Import” sub tab.
Select ‘Signavio’ from the drop-down.

Under the “Synch/Import’ header, you will see a preview of the content that will be imported from 
Signavio. Click the “Import/Synch’ button to complete the import or update.
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Where can I see the imported content?
Within your process hierarchy, imported processes will have ‘(signavio)’ appended to the process 
name.

Select the process from the process hierarchy, select the ‘View’ tab and the ‘Signavio Diagram’
sub tab, and the Signavio revision from the drop down. Your Process flow diagram from Signavio 
will be available to view.
To link Signavio processes to the Operating Model, review this guide.
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https://www.capsifi.com/support/how-to-create-a-capability-and-its-contextual-ppit-relationships-in-a-value-stream/

